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Motivated by the need for more family-centered 
approaches in child-robot interactions, the goal 
of this research is to design in-home social 
robots that can facilitate interactions between 
children and family members

Children’s engagement with the robot categorized as:

• Modified their interaction

• Discontinued their use

• Interrupted more than one week

• Adopted the robot

• External factors such as vacations, family visits, and extracurricular activities; 
• Motivational factors such as family/parental involvement children’s individual 

interests impacted children’s engagement with the robot [2]
• Video analysis showed that child-robot interactions go beyond the child
• Spontaneous and enriching family interactions formed around the robot [3]

One-Month In-Home Deployment of a 
Reading Companion Robot

Next	Steps	and	Research	Questions

Through participatory design sessions we explored 
children’s and families’ design preferences for an in-
home social robot and found three key themes [1] 
Families expected:

1. Robots to play two main roles: an assistant and/or 
companion

2. The robot to be included in group interactions
and shared recreation activities

3. Communication privacy concerns regarding how      
a robot would manage sensitive information   
shared in private or group conversations

Exploring Family Preferences for 
Designing Social Robots for Children

Children
age 10-126 Families

Prior Work:
• Designed for child-robot interactions
• Understood family preferences
• Focused on the role of a reading companion robot
Next Steps: 
• Design for in-home family-robot interactions
• Support families’ connection making
• Mitigate families’ communication privacy concerns
• Use a family-centered approach and theoretical 

knowledge from interdisciplinary fields [4, 5, 6]:
• Family Systems Theory
• Family Ecological Model
• Communication Privacy Management Theory

Participatory 
Design Study
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Research Question 1: 
How a robot, acting as a 
confidant, can mitigate 
communication privacy 
concerns between family 
members?

Research Question 2: 
How a robot, acting as a 
playmate, can facilitate 
family interactions and 
connection-making during a 
shared recreational activity? 
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